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Football team falls to Cornell in Homecoming game

BERT CONNELLY, Editor-in-Chief

   Five anarchists rush towards Pablo Toral, associate professor  
of  Political Science and Mouat Junior Professor of  International 
Studies, and into the Madrid restaurant where he had just been 
eating. Several riotcontrol officers armed with guns loaded with 
rubber bullets pursue the anarchists and order Toral to get out 
of  their way. He runs back into the restaurant and the owners re
lease the metal barricade that they use to keep their store safe at 
night, effectively hiding Toral and the protestors from the police. 
Toral spent three weeks in his native Spain this summer, splitting 
his time between conferences in Bilbao and Madrid, and these 
kind of  antiausterity protests became commonplace.
   On June 28 and 29, Toral attended and gave a presentation 
at a conference in Bilbao that was organized by the Economics 
Department at the University of  Cambridge and the University 
of  the Basque Country. There, a group of  Keynesian economists 
met and discussed, among other things, the causes and funda
mental flaws of  the recent austerity policies that the Spanish 
government and European Union have put into place to try to 
curb the struggling nation’s debt. Spain, like many other coun
tries, has been desperate to curtail its growing unemployment 
numbers and, in doing so, has made cuts on nearly every con
ceivable social program. Students and activists’ protests are daily 
events and, while most are peaceful, police have used force on 
many occasions.

MATT PROSSER’14 CROONS FOR THE LADIES OF CHAUS.
Photo by Drew Fenneman. 

JENNIFER JOHNSON, Arts and Entertainment Editor

  I really want to hate The Nocturnes, I honestly do, but there is something 
so sickeningly infectious about the music of  Matt Prosser ‘14. The Nocturnes 
is Prosser’s brainchild, conceived behind a Macbook screen and a perpetually 
closed door on Peet Third. The combination results in hookdriven pop songs 
that are both modern and grimy. As an audience member or listener, you get 
the sense that Prosser can’t be taking himself  too seriously. His songs are about 
parties and hitting on girls at malls; he toes the line between not being entirely in 
touch with popular culture and completely drenching himself  in it. Perhaps I’m 
not being explicit enough: he autotunes his vocals, like some kind of  scrawny, 
white, plaidwearing TPain that gently caresses his microphone stand with his 
hips. For better or worse, Pabst Blue Ribbon may be both a creative catalyst and 
a muse for Prosser. 
   Like all visionaries of  popular music, Prosser knows exactly how to 
incorporate a healthy amount of  misogyny into his tracks. “What about her 
and her two friends?” is a legitimate question of  prospective flirtation worthy 
of  immortalization in lyrics. And judging by the modest, albeit dedicated, 
turnout at CHaus last Thursday night, there is many a young lady hoping 
those two friends are hers. That being said, I will admit to bobbing my head 
for a morethansignificant portion of  Prosser’s set. However, I wouldn’t have 
been enjoying myself  as much if  I was not entirely cognizant of  the fact that 
Prosser is selfaware. He knows that he might be a cliché, nay, an amalgamation 
of  clichés, but ultimately he performs without a hint of  selfdeprecation. His 
obvious confidence in himself, and the polite sensuality of  his gyrations, makes 
it impossible to take your eyes off  of  Prosser. 

CONTINUED ON NEWS, PAGE 2
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CAROLYN STRANKSY, News Editor

   It has been a tradition since 1915. Alumni fly in from across the country, the community 
breaks out their finest blue and gold and grills are fired up for tailgate burgers. It also 
may be the only event Beloiters are willing to relive from high school. It’s the annual 
Homecoming football game. 
   The 2012 Homecoming game against the Cornell College Rams kicked off  at Strong 
Stadium last Saturday Sept. 29 at 1 p.m. Before the game, there was a classic tailgate
style lunch consisting of  hamburgers, soda and a few rounds of  cornhole. 
   In addition to playing for Homecoming, the Buccaneers were also “Playing for the 
Cure” as part of  a Midwest Conferencewide, and nationwide, fight against cancer. The 
Beloit team wore pink bracelets and “Making Strikes” pins were sold at the game and a 
“Wall of  Hope” was created out of  donation cards. Near the entrance to the stands, the 
athletic department hosted a rummage sale of  vintage apparel with all of  the proceeds 
going to the American Cancer Society. 
   As for the football being played, the Buccaneers couldn’t seem to pull it together— 
resulting in a disappointing 488 loss against Cornell. The Rams (22 overall, 21 MWC) 
ran off  34 unanswered points at the start and amassed 558 total yards throughout the 

game. Cornell’s defense forced Beloit (05 overall, 04 MWC) into four turnovers and 
the Rams held a 299 edge in first downs, limiting the Buccaneers to 204 total yards. 
   The Bucs couldn’t get anything going their way and let Cornell continually deliver 
after intermission. On Beloit’s third offensive play of  the half, a pass thrown by Will 
Coyne’15 was intercepted and returned 47 yards for a touchdown. On Beloit’s ensuing 
possession, Cornell snatched another interception that set up another quick score for 
the Rams. A 28yard pass that put the Rams ahead 340 with 12 minutes to go in the 
third quarter followed. 
   Lukeson Versulien’16 finally got the Buccaneers on the boards on a 44yard pass 
from Coyne with 9:43 left in the third. Coyne then hit Dillon Hess’13 with a twopoint 
conversion to round out the Bucs 8 total points. 
   Some other Buccaneer highlights include: Versulien finished with 217 allpurpose 
yards, along with 28 rushing yards and 112 yards on kick returns. Coyne had 127 
passing yards. On defense, Daniel Collins’14 recorded 12 tackles, eight solo, while 
Derrell Carter’15 had 10, six solo. Collins also forced a fumble, which was picked up by 
Tyler Coleman’15. 
 Beloit hopes to turn things around as they hit the road, heading to Galesburg, 
Illinois next Saturday to face Knox College. Kickoff  is at 1 p.m. 
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NEWS1 NEWS

HANA SKOBLOW, News Editor

— About 1,000 Nigerian women are currently being detained 
in Saudi Arabian airports. The women were trying to travel 
to Mecca to make the Muslim Hajj pilgrimage, but Saudi 
Arabian laws dictate that women cannot travel without the 
accompaniment of  a husband or male relative. In past years, 
Saudi Arabia had allowed women to make the pilgrimage 

with state pilgrimage officials. This year, airport security is 
claiming that the detainment is because many of  the women 

have last names that differ from their husbands’, although this is 
customary in Nigeria. The detainments began on Sept. 23 and are 

continuing at press.
—“Sons of  Anarchy” actor Johnny Lewis was found dead outside his temporary Los Angeles 

home on Sept. 26. Officials say it appears that Lewis, likely under the influence of  drugs, killed his elderly landlady and then 
threw himself  from the roof  of  his building after hearing police sirens. There are no other suspects in the murder of  81year
old landlady Catherine Chabot David. Lewis is usually known for his recurring role as Chili in “The OC” and his 2006 romance 
with Katy Perry.
— Fox News aired the suicide of  a wanted felon on live television. Police pursued Jodon F. Romero, 33, after he stole a car at 
gunpoint. Romero eventually exited the car, ran into the desert while an officer shot at him and missed, and then shot and killed 
himself. Fox News has since apologized for possibly traumatizing viewers saying, “We really messed up and we’re sorry.”
— J.K. Rowling released her first magicfree, mugglesonly book on Sept. 27. “The Casual Vacancy” is a novel set in idyllic 
Pagford during the 1940s, a small, fictional, British town that begins to fall apart when a local election reveals the town is 
fraught with social inequity, corrupt politics and haughtiness. Early book sales are low and “Harry Potter” is certainly a tough 
act to follow, but Rowling’s fans are loyal and it is still too early to declare the novel either a success or a flop.
— Did you know there’s such a thing as a poop transplant? It is exactly what it sounds like   — feces from an unaffected individual 
are transplanted into the colon of  a patient. The procedure has a 91 percent success rate. A Georgia woman recently underwent 
a lifesaving fecal transplant (as these procedures are formally called) from her mother to cure a bacterial infection in her colon. 
The procedure can either be administered via a colonoscopy or, disgustingly, through a “tube that shoots the fecal matter 
through the nose and into the stomach.” Science!

Sources: CNN, NY Daily, BBC

MIRANDA JAMES, !"#$%&'(")'

   COO began its meeting with announcements from its representatives. BSC President 
Alondra Olvera’14 announced the next student forum, regarding the student recreation 
center, will be held in the President’s Lounge on Wednesday, Oct. 3 during the common 
hour. President Scott Bierman will be leading the discussion with the hope of  writing a 

letter of  intent for the board of  trustees by the end of  this meeting.
   Korean Club has just finished their trial status and proposed their yearlong club budget to the rest of  the COO body. Their 
proposed budget was $660. Their plans for this year include HMart visits, purchasing language textbooks, providing cooking 
lessons, preparing food and a discussion of  traditional Korean holidays. The COO body passed their proposed budget. COO 
executive board also approved History Club for trial status. 
   Lastly, Student Policy Committee continued its talk about the smoking policy. The committee is going to enforce tobacco 
smoking 15 feet away from building entrances by placing signs as a reminder and asking security to enforce this rule by 
reminding people within the nonsmoking range to move farther from the entrances. Student Policy topics are going to be 
posted in the Terrarium.
   In other BSC General Assembly news, Mellody Strahan’16 was voted to be the class of  2016 representative. Nate Brault’15 was 
appointed to Athletics Committee. A student is still needed for the Cultural and Community Affairs Committee. If  interested in 
learning about this position, come to the next BSC General Assembly meeting this Monday in Mathers at 8:30 p.m.
   Closing the meeting was a discussion of  the two budget committee proposals. SPIEL’s Capital Fund proposal requested 
a new milkshake machine for their popular event, Milkshake Mondays, priced at $642.22. The proposal was passed by the 
BSC Assembly. The second proposal was an Emergency Fund Proposal by ISR. They were interested in purchasing two new 
speakers to replace two broken speakers. ISR asked for $404.80 from the assembly. The assembly passed this proposal.
   Residential Life Assembly on Wednesday night discussed the Wagner project. Beloit College is considering purchasing some 
residential halls in the downtown Beloit area. John Winkelmann asked Residential Life Assembly to consider the impacts the 
Wagner building will have on campus. Note from Residential Life Assembly: the annual Lighting Tour date is October 10 at 7:00 
p.m. This tour consists of  students walking around campus, noting areas that are in need of  more lighting and then working 
on providing such lighting in the more dangerous places. Please join Residential Life Assembly on Wednesday, Oct. 10 at 7:00 
p.m. if  you have any lighting concerns.

!"!#"$%&'&(&)*+),&--&./$Editor-in-Chief

   The first debate between former Wisconsin Governor 
Tommy Thompson, Republican, and U.S. Representative 
Tammy Baldwin, Democrat, took place in Milwaukee on Sept. 
27. The two candidates for 
U.S. Senate met to discuss 
the issues most important 
to Wisconsin citizens and 
take shots at each other’s 
records.
   Thompson spoke on the 
jobcreation and economic 
growth in his 14 years as 
governor. “I’m a builder. I 
built Wisconsin,” he said. 
Baldwin called herself  a 
“voice of  the people, not the 
powerful.”
  The candidates differed on social issues like gay marriage 
and abortion, with Thompson saying that he “always has been, 
and will always be prolife,” and Baldwin saying that “abortion 
should be rare and safe.”  
   Medicare was a major topic of  debate. Tammy Baldwin is a 
proponent of  Medicare and accused Thompson of  supporting 
its transition into a voucher system. Thompson said he wanted 
to “fix” the system, and stop it from going bankrupt.
  The candidates were largely in agreement that the infestation 

of  Asian carp in the Great Lakes  it must be stopped.
   Baldwin attacked Thompson on his time in President George 
W. Bush’s cabinet as the Secretary of  Health and Human 
Services. Thompson believes Baldwin is too left leaning to truly 
represent the entire state. According to PolitiFactWisconsin, 
Baldwin is one of  the three most liberal members of  

the House. Despite 
Thompson’s claims that she 
is not relatable, Baldwin is 
leading Thompson in the 
most recent (Sept 1316) 
Marquette Law School Poll: 
50 percent to 41 percent 
(with a 4.1 point margin of  
error).
   The race has farreaching 
implications. Control of  
the Senate is up for grabs. 
The candidates may remain 

close through Election Day, making this an important win for 
both parties.  Additionally, if  Baldwin wins she will become 
the first openly gay member of  the Senate. 
   Herb Kohl, a Democrat who is retiring after 23 years in the 
Senate, currently holds the seat. The second debate, of  three, 
will take place on Oct 18.

Sources: http://law.marquette.edu/poll/, Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel
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CAROLYN STRANSKY, News Editor

   Most Beloit students are familiar with the Offices of  Residential Life and Student Activities, but many are unaware that 
several additional resources are located right around the corner at the Learning Enrichment and Disability Services Office. 
   With 25 percent of  the student body using these resources, the Office of  Learning Enrichment and Disability Services 
coordinates peer tutoring and provides assistance to students with study skills, time management, test preparation and other 
academic enrichment areas. Tutoring is one of  the most utilized resources in the office since it is free for all students at the 
college. Over 15 percent of  students have a tutor, and there are an estimated 75 tutors working for the office per semester. 
Often times, tutors are tutees as well.  
   Accommodations for students with disabilities are also coordinated through this office. About one in every ten students at 
Beloit has a documented disability; ADD and ADHD being the most common. Within this population, there is an increasing 
number of  both mental health situations and disabilities that involve not being able to properly read social cues, including 
social phobias and Aspergers.  
   A common misconception exists claiming that students without a disability have nothing to gain from the Learning 
Enrichment and Disability Services Office. Although the office does have accommodations for those with a disability, other 
services provided for any student include workshops and personal meetings on stress management, time management, de
procrastination, reading and testtaking strategies, organizational skills and planning, notetaking and motivation. 
   The Learning Enrichment and Disability Services Office encourages students who feel they may have a disability or would 
like more information on the resources that are available to them to stop by their office on the second floor of  Pearsons. 
   This week, the office is hosting I(‘)m Possible on Wednesday Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. in the Annex in Pearsons. This event will 
share personal testimonies and perspectives of  students living with a disability. These students will be discussing how their 
disability affects not only their academics, but their daily life as well. 
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LIZZI BELMONT, Production Manager

   Catherine Bronson, Beloit’s new Associated Colleges of  the Midwest Mellon Fellow 
in Arabic and Islamic Studies, spoke on the conflict in Syria last Monday, Sept. 24. She 
drew from her personal connections with Syria—her daughter is half  Syrian, and she 
lived in, the capitol, Damascus for three years—as well as factual information to present a 
comprehensive presentation on the wellpublicized conflict. 
   Bronson began with basic statistics on the conflict, including estimates that somewhere 
from 26,000 to 39,000 people have been killed since the start if  the conflict in March 2011. 
Bronson reported that about half  of  these casualties have been civilians, including women 
and children, and added that this number doesn’t include the approximately 1.5 million 
people who have sought refuge in other countries. This means, at a border like Turkey’s, 
about 200 people are attempting to cross per day. Says Bronson, “in terms of  statistical 
information, most of  it is taken from the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. The 
international media relies heavily on social networks and informal information exchange 
inside the country (via smartphones, recordings, etc.), and as a result, the numbers 
can vary widely. Exaggeration on both sides is also to be expected due to ideological 
motivations, sometimes because of  intent to deceive, and other times, because people are 
naturally inclined to believe the worst about their enemies.”
   Bronson went on to cite some of  the instigating points of  the conflict, including the 
current Ba’ath regime’s 50 years in power and their totalitarian practices. She spoke of  the 
largely Sunni makeup of  the rebel parties, citing their sectarian differences as origination 
points for the fractured and disillusioned nature of  the current rebel efforts.
   Bronson finished with a review of  international efforts to appease the tensions and 
violence within Syria. She cited Iran and Russia’s backing of  the regime, which are based 
on shared secularity, US relations, and economic dealings. She also cited the policy of  many 
international military powers, such as the US, to not engage in direct military opposition 
to the regime unless chemical weapons became a threat. Bronson left the audience with 
the question of  when and why the conflict will be resolved, and doubts about whether a 
resolution with satisfactory results for all sides is even possible. “The outcome looks grim. 
Many predict that the country will continue to plunge further into sectarian war. Even if  
Bashar alAsad is ousted, the fear is that the resistance will fracture into vying factions and 
any remaining vestiges of  preconflict stability will be nonexistent,” said Bronson. 
   Bronson teaches firstyear Arabic and a special project course in Islamic Studies. 

KAAVYA PARSA, !"#$%&'(")'

   It is becoming increasingly important as the election draws nearer and more 
students register to vote, for Beloiters to be informed on the issues of  this 
coming election. Economically, the GOP and the Democrats share a number of  
policies and have the same goal in mind: a stronger stance on trade, a stronger 
workforce, and a smaller deficit. Here are the basic tenants of  the Romney and 
Obama economic plans, as published by each. 

The Romney Plan:

 The main mass of  the GOP platform is a sixpart plan that encompasses 
economics, constitutional rights, environmental reform, social regulation, citizen 
duties and foreign policy.
   The first section is titled “Restoring the American Dream: Rebuilding the 
Economy and Creating Jobs.” In this section, the GOP promises to create jobs by 
reforming tax laws to allow businesses to flourish and generate the capital, with 
an emphasis on small businesses. The party plans to further reduce the burden 
on American citizens by extending the Bush tax cuts of  2001 and 2003, reducing 
marginal tax rates  taxes that only affect incomes over a certain threshold 
 by 20percent. Romney also plans to eliminate taxes on interests, dividends 
and capital gains for middle and low income families. Additionally, the estate tax 
on transfer of  property of  the deceased and the Alternative Minimum Tax an 
income tax imposed on taxable income over a certain threshold will be reduced.
   The section continues to explain Romney’s plan to balance the budget by 
increasing defense spending (in order to minimize loans from other countries) and 
cutting Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security that account for 40 percent of  
total spending. Along with a balanced budget, the Romney administration calls 
for several structural reforms: deregulation of  the housing market, investment 
in projects to strengthen infrastructure, and a stronger position of  trade that 
will force China to moderate its aggressively antiAmerican policies. With 
these policies, the GOP sees a new era of  employeremployee cooperation that 
promotes a strong freemarket economy.
   The GOP laid out its platform expressly in a 54page document that can be 
downloaded at www.gop.com.

The Obama Plan:

   The Obama economic plan, outlined in the president’s acceptance speech at the 
Democratic National Convention, is a ninestep plan that purports to stimulate 
the economy through the empowerment of  the middle class. Obama plans 
to create one million new manufacturing jobs by lowering taxes on domestic 
manufacturers, and eliminating tax deductions for companies that outsource their 
labor while crediting companies that expand in the domestic sphere. 
   Continuing the push started with the National Export Initiative to double 
exports, Obama’s plan will work over the course of  five years. The plan 
details more freehanded financing of  the ExportImport Bank to increase 
competitiveness, a TransPacific partnership that will expand trade with Asia and 
continue to enforce policies of  trade equality.
   Strengthening the economy through a commitment to education is the next 
step in Obama’s plan. He hopes to cut the inflation of  college tuition in half  
while making careeroriented courses more available. He also plans on supporting 
public high schools to ensure students are prepared for the rigors of  college. This 
plan includes streamlining the path from community college to the workforce, 
training two million workers in community college for specific careers that will 
align them with the job market.
   The penultimate clause of  Obama’s plan is to end the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, allocating the money to reduce the deficit and strengthen domestic 
infrastructure. The plan will cut domestic spending to a level like that of  the 
Eisenhower administration, cutting defense spending while continuing reform 
that makes Medicare more accessible, increasing taxes on the wealthiest sector of  
Americans and ending subsidies for big oil companies.

Economics: Obama 
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“In a time when the private sector is cutting back on 
expenditures, when they are trying to lower their debt, 
if  the government cuts expenditures as well, you are 
essentially creating a crisis,” Toral said in an interview 
this past Monday. “So [the economists] don’t necessarily 
think that the government is just throwing money out 
the window and they certainly don’t advocate that the 
government should continue to do that in the long run. 
But they think that at this time the only way to get out 
of  the crisis is to get the government more involved.”
   Toral says that he sees direct ties to the situation 
in Spain and the current political climate during 
this election season, explaining, “It is going to be 
important to develop public works projects and create 
some programs for unemployed people and to take 
this opportunity to creatively promote industries such 
as renewable energy. Those are some of  the overall 
conclusions that I’ve drawn. It’s the wrong time to cut 
back on expenditures. There have to be social benefits 
for the people who are losing their jobs but you also have 
to invest with an eye to the future.” 
   Toral’s work, and in turn presentation, is focused on 
Latin America in the context of  the global economy 
with regard to multinational enterprises that begin 
elsewhere and invest in Latin America, and vice versa. 
He has focused predominately on Chile and Colombia 
because, as he puts it, “It is an interesting time in the 
region because the economic crisis did not hit as hard 
there as it did elsewhere. There are many similarities 
between the two countries, but there are also some 
differences. In Chile, these multinational companies are 
coming from the private sector and in Colombia the 
companies tend to be stateowned companies that receive 
government subsidies to exploit the natural resources 
of  the country.” He hopes that his work will result in a 
book or a series of  articles.
   Toral also presented at a conference in Madrid 
from July 812 that was hosted by the International 
Political Science Association. Toral describes it as, 
“An opportunity for political scientists from around 
the world to get together and share their research, to 
discuss methodology and the pressing issues of  the day. 
It’s the most internationally focused conference I have 
ever been to.”
   On Thursday, Sept. 27, the Spanish government 
released their 2013 budget. It was complete with cuts 
in public spending, unemployment benefits and a freeze 

on the salaries of  those 
working in the public sector. 
There have been protests in 
the streets of  Madrid three 
times in the past week. When 
asked why he thought the 
people of  Spain, and other 
European countries were 
more likely to protest than 
their American counterparts, 
Toral said, “Americans are 
more engaged politically than 
we might imagine. They just 
engage in different ways. Our 
representatives here are held 
more directly accountable than 
they are in Europe because 
they operate outside of  their 
political party more than they 
do in Europe. Allegiance is 
held closer to the party than 
it is to the citizens. Talking to 
representatives is less effective 
there than it is here. 
   Voting against party is rare 
and can result in expulsion 
from power.”

PABLO TORAL, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
PHOTO BY: PABLO TORAL
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Spiritual Vitamin: 
just sitting  
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SANTIAGO QUINTANA, Contibutor

   A whole mythology has been built around 
meditation, and as a practitioner, I am often both 
the subject and object of  it. I have certain ideas 
about meditation, as most people do. I asked people 
in Java Joint what they thought about meditation in 
order to have an idea of  the sort of  thing I would 
write about. The usual answers came up: improving 
concentration, controlling the mind, stopping 
thoughts and connecting the mind and body. This is 
what meditation is commonly associated with. But 
what really surprised me was something else. Every 
person I asked seemed to be willing to investigate 
the definitions and concepts they described. There 
was no opposition to investigation and dialogue, 
and the definitions given were never held too 
tightly. This leads me to think that mediation is a 
very interesting topic that people want to know 
more about.
   Meditation has been in my life for almost seven 
years now. A therapist taught me how to sit and 
count my breath. He never mentioned any reward, 
effect, benefit or presented it as a cure for anything. 
He just told me he did it every morning. I did for 
a while, but at only13 years of  age, it got old very 
quickly. But the seed was planted. Now I knew 
about this thing called meditation, and I would 
sometimes go back to it, not establishing a formal 
practice but still having it as a tool. What it was 
for was never too clear. I knew it felt good, and I 
had heard many things about it—miracle stories of  
curing cancer and passing impossible exams—but 
it was never too clear for myself. And it still isn’t. 
That might be the one reason why I still practice it.
   Going against classical traditions, I refuse to 
define meditation in terms of  its purpose, its 
end goal. That was the beautiful thing about my 
first teacher. He showed me meditation rather 
than selling it to me. I was not buying a cure or 
a medicine; I did not know what its effects were 
going to be. For all I knew, I could have developed 
the power of  telekinesis, I could have just gotten 
really bored or I could have turned into an 
academic genius of  some sort. I had no clear reason 
to do it. I still don’t.
   Of  course, there has to be motivation in order 
to develop a formal practice. There has to be 
something that gets you out of  your bed and onto 
the cushion every morning. But it’s always a fuzzy 
one. There are a million reasons not to meditate, 
but I still do. This might be the reason that most 
people I have talked to that tried meditation didn’t 
enjoy it or developed strong feelings against it. 
They did it in order to be more calm, be less “evil,” 
to increase concentration or to acquire the powers 
of  levitation instead of  sitting just to sit. It’s a 
complex and tiny thing; it’s very subtle. But it can 
make the biggest difference.
   Give it a try. Just because. Maybe you’ll enjoy it. 
Maybe it’ll take you five years to realize that you 
enjoy it. Find me if  you’re curious. Why not?

JANE CHOI, Contributor

   For international relations major Kyle Dallman’13, the 
spring 2012 semester was a different and unforgettable 
experience. Through SIT’s South Africa: Multiculturalism 
and Human Rights program, Dallman was able to 
immerse himself  into South African society. He selected 
the program because of  its homestay features. For the 
first four weeks, Kyle stayed in Langa, a township area 
in Cape Town where he lived with a black South African 
family who welcomed him into their home. 
   “At first they were just as curious about me and asked me 
lot of  questions about 9/11. They were very accepting of  
me and my homestay brothers were so friendly.”
   Dallman emphasized that his most memorable homestay 
experience was in Langa, even though it was a poverty
stricken environment in which the majority of  people live 
in shacks made of  corrugated iron. Langa gave him the 
opportunity to experience an environment with a great 
sense of  community; people look out for one another like 
a big family. Partly because of  the spirit of  community, 
Dallman felt socially included after staying there for a 
while because people looked beyond his race and treated 
him as one of  their own brothers. 
   Dallman also stayed in a town in the Eastern Cape to 
experience more of  the rural side of  South Africa in the 
predominantly Afrikaans speaking town of  Stellenbosch. 
He stayed at Bo Kaap for his last home stay, a place in 
the heart of  the city. He describes the area as being 
world apart from what he was used to: every street was 
cobblestoned and one could hear the call to prayer from a 

nearby mosque every morning. 
   Even though South Africa is a beautiful country—
something Dallman cherished—he says the legacy of  
Apartheid still exists. Race has become a factor that 
determines relationship dynamics and how people perceive 
others. For example, when he took the minibus as a means 
of  public transport, the nonwhite people who were in the 
taxi with him would stare at him, assuming that he was 
a well off  white South African and should be driving his 
own car and not using the public transport system. 
   Dallman took advantage of  his study abroad opportunity 
by staying in South Africa for about six months, studying, 
travelling and even learning a little bit of  Xhosa, the 
second most spoken language in South Africa. 
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SHANNON’S ANSWERS

SALLY KLEIN: How has life changed with me as a roommate?

SHANNON ZAID: Living with anyone changes things drastically. I was an only child. 
In my room back home, I was such a dirty person and here I feel like I have to clean up 
my stuff  more. Also, I feel like I need to edit myself  a bit more and be conscious about 
the way I act.
    

SK: What was your first impression of  me?

SZ: I didn’t Facebook stalk you at all. I went to the room 
early and was waiting hours for you; you were so late! I 
wasn’t expecting you to be so free spirited, and I thought 
based on our email conversations that you were going to 
be really, really weird.
    

SK: How has being my roommate changed your Beloit 

experience?

SZ: It made integrating into the college experience a lot 
easier.

SK: I make you go out more.
SZ: The first day we met, we kept saying how alike we 
are. You’re such a kind person. We can talk to each other, 
which is really great.

SK: Let it out: is there anything I do that annoys you?

SZ: You [leave] things of  food open. You’re forgetful, but mostly about food. There’ll 
just be peppers everywhere.
    

SK: What’s the best part of  having me as a roommate?

SZ: You like to include me in things; that’s really awesome. I really like how we can joke 
around and not be judgmental about each other. 
    

SK: Why are you the best roommate pair on campus?

SZ: I never get sick of  you. What’s awesome is that the way we talk to each other 
changes. Sometimes you can give me advice and be motherly, and when you were sick I 

was motherly. The roles change. It’s flexible.

SALLY’S ANSWERS:

SHANNON ZAID: How has life changed with me as a roommate?

SALLY KLEIN: Well, I feel like I have to be more responsible and we have to share 
duties like cleaning, which I mostly do. Shannon helps. I have someone to talk to at all 
times and someone to reflect upon [Beloit with].
      

SZ: What was your first impression of  me?

SK: You were wearing a really cute outfit on the first day 
and I was like hell yeah, can’t wait to borrow this b*tch’s 
clothes. You were different to me and similar at the same 
time.

SZ: How has being my roommate changed your Beloit 

experience?

SK: I had a new automatic friend because we’re so alike 
and compatible. I’m always happy when I come home. 
I’m always like “Shannon!” and your response is “Hey….” 
We’ve had a lot of  firsts together.

SZ: Let it out: is there anything I do that annoys you?

SK: You never answer your phone! Like, honestly. Did you 
even get my text today?
SZ: Yes, I was in class.

SK: Shannon! Anyway, I end up doing dishes more.
SZ: They’re all your dishes!
SK: But anyway, the positives outweigh the negatives. You do have one creepy poster I 
don’t like.
    

SZ: What’s the best part of  having me as a roommate?

SK: We have good laughs. We know how to decorate the room. You show me your 
cool things, like your cool anime movies. You make me healthier at times, but then you 
sometime have Chips Ahoy by your bed and I just can’t help myself. And, you’re hot. 
    

SZ: Why are we the best roommate pair on campus?

SK: Because we are the best of  friends and roommates. Not everyone has that.

KYLE DALLMAN AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
Photo by Sarah Dodge

FROM LEFT: CHEYENNE 
KERN, MADDY GILL, NATE 
MUCKLEY AND SEAN LIT!
TLE.

Photo by Bert Connelly.
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   The four new members of  Voodoo Barbie range in 
height from 5’2” to 6’1”. They come from all over the 
greater Midwest, places like Prairie Village, Kan. and 
Minnetonka, Minn. For some reason, none of  them will 
openly admit to having daddy issues. Most importantly, 
none of  them really have previous improv experience.
   To be fair, Cheyenne Kern’16, played improv games in 
her theatre classes in high school, and Nate Muckley’15 
was once in “High School Musical” as the kid who likes 
to bake. Sean Little’14 openly admits to the fact that his 
mustache is funnier than he is. Maddy Gill’16, the quietest 
of  the four, refers to herself  as a techie, and more of  a 
backstage type, but she’s the only one who’s been on stage 
with Voodoo Barbie before—she participated in a sketch 
as a prospective student.
   They found out they made it on Sept. 25, and have 
since been initiated. I won’t go into too much detail here, 
but, apparently, initiation involved olive oil, sriracha, 
bread, peanut butter and rock salt. There may have been 
blindfolds, and there may have been a Prius. None of  the 
new members will confirm or deny any of  the accusations 
listed in the previous two sentences. 
   I understand why the current members of  Voodoo 
Barbie (Bert Connelly’13, Ben Vogt’14, Phoebe 
Sherman’14, and Andrew Fenneman’15) chose these four: 
they’re really talented. They may or may not be funny, but 
they’ve definitely got marketable skills. In case Voodoo 
Barbie doesn’t lead them into a life of  comedy, Gill can 
make a variety of  ice cream treats and draw; Little sings, 

plays piano and is a twosport athlete; Muckley has an 
impressive Twitter feed (@Nate_Muck); and Kern plays 
rugby, is good at belly rubs and is Janet in the Beloit 
production of  the Rocky Horror Picture Show. But, are 
they funny?
   “I find myself  hilarious. I don’t care if  anyone else thinks 
I’m funny,” Kern said. Kern admits, and they all kind of  
agree (except for Gill, who pulls up her sleeves around her 
face, embarrassed), that they’re still nervous about their 
first show. They’re not exactly sure when the first show 
is (I am—it’s on Oct. 26 in Richardson Auditorium), but 
they know it’ll probably be terrifying. 
   They have to make the students laugh, but then there’s the 
added fact that they’ve got to impress the other members 
of  Voodoo Barbie. It’s their job (that they volunteered for, 
for some reason) to make us laugh on a weekend night, but 
the need to make their fellow Voodoo Barbies laugh, I’m 
sure, comes from respect. They talk about Vogt, Connelly, 
Sherman and Fenneman almost in awe—of  their ability to 
make strong improv decisions, to rhyme and, in Connelly’s 
case, to somehow look both old and young at the same 
time. Like I said—almost in awe.
    As our conversation comes to an end, it’s clear to me 
that these four will be great additions to Voodoo Barbie. 
I even begin to feel obligated to go to the shows now 
that I’ve met them and like them all so much. But if  
obligation isn’t what they’re looking for, I’ll say this: go 
to the next Voodoo Barbie show because it will be funny. 
That’s the interesting thing about the group—maybe you 
weren’t into it last semester, but there’s always new blood, 
new personalities, new costumes, new ideas and, most 
importantly, new mustaches to laugh at. 
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Sally Klein’16 and Shannon Zaid’16 met only a little over a month ago, but they’re already close friends and can’t imagine a college experience without each other. See what the girl 

who loves anime and her roommate who is constantly singing have to say about each other and living in Brannon.

SHANNON ZAID’16 AND SALLY KLEIN’16. 
Photo by Claire Aichholzer.
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FoR  Your Health

DENA WINTER, Sex Columnist

   As I was doing some light reading on the internet this week, I came across the 
intriguing term “coregasm.” It is aptly defined by Urban Dictionary as “an orgasm 
achieved while performing a core exercise during a work out.” I thought to myself, you 
mean I can get a work out and have an orgasm? At the same damn time? 
   A study by sexologist Alfred Kinsey back in 1953 found that 5 percent of  women 
experienced orgasms during exercise. Since then, a few other polls and studies have 
been conducted, though none of  them have found a physiological explanation for the 
phenomenon. For the most part, they vaguely point to “stimulation of  pelvic and 
abdominal muscles.” After reading about the exercises women do to achieve these 
magical orgasms, I decided to try it myself. In the name of  science.
      Suffice it to say, after countless leg raises and reverse crunches I had sore abs but no 
coregasms. I’m not in that special 5 percent. So unfair! Occupy the gym!  But at least an 
ab workout is good for you, with or without the coregasm. Speaking of  good for you, 
there are tons of  health benefits to having sex. And there’s research to prove it, as if  
you need convincing. 
   Totally Awesome Health Benefits of  Sex:

   Boosts immunity: A study at Wilkes University found that college students having 
sex once a week have higher levels of  an antibody called immunoglobulin A, which can 
protect you from colds and other infections. 
   Better sleep: The oxytocin released during an orgasm also promotes sleep.  
   Burns calories: You can burn anywhere from 85 to 250 calories during sex depending 
on the length of  the session and how active it gets. Cardiologists consider sexual activity 
comparable to a modest workout on a treadmill.  
   May improve heart health: A 20year long British study shows that men who had 
sex two or more times a week were half  as likely to have a fatal heart attack as men who 
had sex less than once a month. 
   Increases happiness: A recent study shows that sex makes you happier than having 
money. And according to sex therapist, Dr. Gina Ogden, if  the sex is “loving, connected, 
and what you want,” it has the power to raise your selfesteem, too. 

MATTHEW SHERRELL, Contributor

   This week Mitt Romney released a tax summary for the last 20 years in order 
to divert attention from his refusal to release taxes on his significant wealth. This 
was a complete farce. The tax summary consisted of  a single page of  content with 
a second one being notarized. To illustrate how completely insufficient this data is 
for analysis, consider that his 2011 tax return was 379 pages long.  The simplest 
tax return that you can file with the IRS is a 1040ez, which requires you to fill 
out two pages of  content for each year. Thus—supposing Romney had simple 
taxes—at least 40 pages of  data for the 20year period should have been released.  
   The only logical reason for Mitt Romney’s continuous refusal to 
release his tax returns could be that the returns harbor potentially 
campaigndamaging data. For example, he was one of  the 5000 wealthy 
Americans who took advantage of  the IRS’s 2009 tax amnesty program.   
   Also this week, Romney released his finalized 2011 tax return. According to 
Romney’s trustee Brad Malt, “The Romneys thus limited their deduction of  
charitable contributions to conform to the Governor’s statement in August… that 
he paid at least 13 percent in income taxes in each of  the last 10 years.” Romney 
did not deduct $1.77 million in charitable contributions from his taxes in order 
to keep his campaign promise. Regardless of  the outcome of  the election, it is 
unlikely that Mitt Romney will end up paying over 13 percent in taxes for 2011, 
because at any time he can file an amended return with the IRS and get a check for 
the amount that he over paid. Romney is able to achieve this low tax rate because, as 
a member of  the investor class, most of  his income is taxed at the capital gains tax 
rate of  15 percent. For comparison any income over $17401 is taxed at 15 percent 
or above. Thus Romney pays the same tax rate on his income as all taxpayers 
pay on all their income between 17 and 70,000. This is fundamentally unjust. 
   The other problem with Mitt Romney’s taxes is that he suggests that charitable 
contributions are akin to taxes, and reports his taxes with his charitable 
contributions included.  Taxes support the operation of  our country, and 
buying an expensive piece of  art and donating it to a museum is a charitable 
donation.   According to Malt, “the total federal and state taxes owed plus the 
total charitable donations deducted represented 38.49 percent of  total AGI.”  
Romney’s trustee also says that Romney paid 13.66 percent of  his income on 
charity.  Thus Romney paid 24.83 percent in federal and state taxes, which is 
lower than the marginal federal income tax rate for any income above $70,701.  
   The Republican candidate for president’s unwillingness to divulge any 
substantial information about his taxes should give anyone pause about voting for 
him, who’s own father said: “One year could be a fluke, perhaps done for show.”

So much 
still hidden

SASHA DEBEVEC-MCKENNEY, 

Editor-in-Chief
   
   Every day on my way into Commons, 
I’m stopped by one of  the dedicated Beloit 
Democrats asking me if  I’m registered 
to vote. I nod and smile, because of  
course I’m registered to vote—just not 
in Wisconsin. I sent in the application 
for an absentee ballot to the town clerk’s 
office in my hometown, and I plan to vote 
there. Yes, Wisconsin is a battleground 
state for the president, and yes, its Senate 
election will come down to the wire, but 
I am only a temporary citizen. I would 
prefer that Wisconsin vote Democrat, but 
if  Wisconsin wants to vote Republican, I 
can’t stop it. It is not my job to stop it.   
   It does bother me that so many students 

here vote in the local and state elections. We live here for four years, on average, at least 
three of  which are spent oncampus. We can have political influence. In a way, that’s 

powerful—we can make change here and watch things get better. But we have to remember 
that better is subjective. Even though we may think that sex education in schools is 
right, that Tammy Baldwin is a great influence for our children or that Scott Walker is 
the worst governor the state of  Wisconsin has ever had—others might feel the exact 
opposite. Beloiters have a connection to the town and community but that connection 
varies from person to person. If  you feel comfortable voting in Wisconsin, then do so, 
and I hope Barack Obama wins. I hope the Democrats in your home state win, as well.    
   I’ll be voting in Connecticut. The senate race in my home state is between 
Democrat Chris Murphy and Republican Linda McMahon. Murphy isn’t perfect, 
but McMahon’s campaign is better funded and has more effective advertisements. 
Also, she’s the former President and CEO of  the WWE (yes, that WWE), and I 
would prefer that my senator not be a running joke. Murphy and McMahon are 
running for Joe Lieberman’s seat, and I know what its like to have a joke of  a Senator.
 McMahon winning the Senate seat isn’t scarier to me than Mitt Romney 
becoming president, but, she will be directly representing the entirety of  my 
close family who still live in Connecticut. I care about my country as a whole, 
but I care about my family more. That doesn’t mean a potential President 
Romney would have no impact on my family, but it would be far less immediate.
   People who say my vote will count more in Wisconsin are the same people who shoot 
down anyone who say they don’t vote because their vote won’t count. I believe that every 
vote counts, regardless of  where it was made or for whom the vote was cast. My vote 
either counts or it doesn’t—there’s no in between and no variation. 
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Bon Appetit and 
“The Bubble”
EMILY VERBERG, Contributor

   Beloit College students traditionally struggle with 
“breaking out of  the Beloit bubble”, which is a cuter 
way of  saying “paying attention to and engaging with 
the world”. Living on this campus makes it incredibly 
easy to be swept up in conversations about hook ups and 
homework while remaining blissfully aware of  the world 
that lies on the other side of  the poetry garden. I believe 
that the recent lack of  newspapers on the residential 
side of  campus does little to help this issue. Historically, 
newspapers have served as watchdogs of  the government 
as well as forums on local and community issues. As a 
student at a liberal arts school which prides itself  on 
its student’s writing, critical thinking, and international 
studies, I find the difficultly in obtaining a newspaper 
(free or otherwise) on the residential side of  campus to 
be absurd.
   In the past Commons was a fairly reliable source 
for newspapers. Most days I could count on finding a 
Wisconsin State Journal, USA Today, or a Round Table 
lying out. In prior years I spent many lunches catching 
up on the news on my own or reading stories aloud to 
my friends. Sometimes a glimpse of  a headline incited a 
debate on the number of  soldiers killed in Iraq, the virtues 
of  economic austerity or the sad death of  Anthony 
Weiner’s career. These were important conversations 
that forced me to learn about my friends and their 
opinions while enjoying my Mongolian barbecue. These 
conversations made me proud to go to a school where my 
education didn’t end when I went to dinner and where 
the people I hung out with had interesting and relevant 
things to say. I have noticed the absence of  newspapers 
most in the types of  conversations I’ve had and have 

eavesdropped on in Commons 
this year and I wholeheartedly 
blame the lack of  interesting 
literature on our tables.
   “We want what the students 
want,” stated Bon Appetit 
General Manager Ken Hnilo 
at a forum held with students 
and BSC last week. This is a 
refrain students have heard 
again and again over the past 
months and it seems that 
this is an opportunity for 
students to hold the company 
to it. When asked about the 
newspapers, Hnilo explained 
that the company doesn’t 
supply the papers at other 
schools and that they are 
currently looking for funding 
from the school for the papers. 
Hnilo cited “the division 
between two businesses” as 
an explanation for this problem but assured students that 
the company was trying to resolve it. While it was nice 
to hear that they were aware of  the problem, I failed to 
be reassured by the lack of  a clear plan from both the 
Beloit College administration and Bon Appetit. The 
representatives from Bon Appetit did elaborate on plans 
for future events in Commons, including the possibility 
of  attempting to break a food related world record. 
While these fun prospects would make a great story on 
the Terrarium, I had a hard time getting too excited after 
being told of  the ongoing issues in locating money for 
newspapers. I would like to think that if  money can be 
secured for creating the world’s largest rice crispie treat, 
then funds could also be found for a few daily newspapers. 
In order for this to happen it must be made clear that 
Beloit College values the connections that newspapers 

offer to the outside world and the importance of  an 
informed and engaged student body. 
   2012 is a big year for Wisconsin. State politics have 
been closely watched around the country and it is widely 
acknowledged that the cheese state will play a strong role 
in the outcome of  the upcoming Presidential election. In 
this time of  increased political importance it is imperative 
that Beloit College students are well informed on the 
issues facing them this fall, both locally and nationally. 
Easy access to newspapers plays an integral role in this 
process and is a necessity on campus. If  it is impossible 
to provide them in Commons then other accommodations 
must be made. I challenge students, administration, and 
Bon Appetit to work together to quickly address this 
embarrassing oversight in our new food service system. 
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ATHITHTHAN SELVENDRAN, WILL COYNE, 
MATIAS GRANDE, AL HAM,   
Fitness Columnists

   Let’s have a hearttoheart. If  we asked most people 
if  they are trying to become healthier this year, a lot of  
people would say yes. Some people would say no, but let’s 
forget about those people and just focus on those of  y’all 
who are trying to become more fit. The rest of  y’all who 
are about that life of  eating everything, never exercising 
and just getting fat, do you— but hey, maybe what we 
have to say might interest you.
   Let us begin:

   Step 1: First off, try to 
eat at least five small meals 
per day. Please don’t eat 
multiple huge meals; you’re 
just going to be putting 
more calories in your body 
that you won’t burn, and 
will probably be converted 
into fat. The main goal of  
eating more small meals 
is to keep your blood 
sugar and insulin levels 
controlled throughout the 
day. This will enable your 
body to receive protein 
in minimal amounts 
during the day, supporting 
recovery and growth for 
your body. It will also make 
sure that body fat is not 

stored and will be used as an energy source. Note that if  
you eat infrequently your body recognizes a “starvation” 
situation and causes your endocrine system to go loopy, 
and most of  the food that you eat will be stored as body 
fat since you are tricking your body into thinking a 
“starvation” period is about to occur.
   Step 2: Assuming you are a normal person and not some 
huge football player, a good caloric ratio for each meal is one 
part fat, two parts protein and three parts carbohydrate. 
Fat is great for manufacturing important hormones 
your body uses, as well as keeping good health. Try to 
make sure the fat you are getting comes predominantly 
in the form of  unsaturated fats. For example, fats from 
olive oil are unsaturated and therefore healthier. Also, 

try to keep away from saturated fats like the animal fat 
on the end of  your steak. Regarding carbohydrates, focus 
on obtaining carbohydrates with a low glycemic index, 
which have a tendency to be converted to blood sugar 
slowly, keeping your insulin levels under control. Finally, 
regarding protein, you want between 0.5 and 0.8 grams 
protein per pound of  body weight. Always keep in mind 
that carbohydrates and protein each contain four calories 
per gram and fat has nine calories per pound.
   Step 3: Before you eat, always think about what you 
are going to be doing next. If  you are going to be 
resting, try to eat fewer carbohydrates and when you 
are going to be training, eat more carbohydrates. When 
eating immediately before a workout, try to stick to 
carbohydrates with low glycemic index for best results. 
This will keep insulin levels under control.
   Step 4: In order to lose weight efficiently, one must take 
in fewer calories than he or she burns (negative caloric 
balance). If  gaining muscle is the goal, it is better to take 
in more calories than you burn (positive caloric balance). 
To get into the best shape possible one should look 
into alternating between negative caloric balances with 
periods of  positive caloric balances. This will cause two 
things to happen. First, your body mass ratio will adjust 
upward, making it easier to keep fat off. Second, it will aid 
in recovery and help build lean tissue.
    Step 5: Sometimes it isn’t possible to receive all the 
minerals and vitamins that your body needs through what 
you eat. Therefore, it is good idea to take a daily vitamin 
to ensure that your body will be receiving necessary 
vitamins that it needs to function well everyday.
   Well that’s just the basic idea of  nutrition that we got 
for y’all. Next week we’ll provide you sample healthy 
diets that you can follow. Have a great week and get fit!
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SEAN LITTLE, Sports Editor

Dalton’s Team (40)
Now atop the league, Dalton’s undefeated team is looking to go all 
the way to the championship. After a close game against Fear the 
Beard on Monday night, Dalton’s squad had to tip off  versus the 
previously undefeated Premature Shooters. Despite missing 17 of  
his 18 shots, Dalton Deckert’13 was still able to lead his team to 
victory. It appears the only way to beat this team is to allow no one 
but Deckert to shoot. 

Moist Makers (03)
It was a tough week for this group of  condensation conjurers. With 
Matthew Kreiser’16 in a cast, they could not top Soshi’s Sushi on 
Monday. Luckily, they didn’t have to play on Wednesday. However, 
it appears that this team will no longer be summoning dampness 
from anyone or anything in the near future. That includes basketball 
nets, the Earth, and all of  its inhabitants. 

Premature Shooters (21)
This previously undefeated team did not have to play on Monday. 
Then, with Josh Litofsky’14 out with a broken finger and Sean 
Little’14 out with a severe limp, they fell to Dalton’s team. Chris 
Halcsik’13 mentioned that Dalton Deckert didn’t shake his hand 
after the game. Whether or not Deckert did this on purpose or 
was simply so used to missing during the game that he just missed 
Halcsik’s hand could not be determined.

Fear the Beard (22)
After also losing to Dalton’s Team, Fear the Beard came back 
with a convincing win against Ikey’s Team. Former Round Table 
editor Jonah Isenstien’13 noted the Dalton’s Team was bigger and 
smoked less often than his own squad. The IM basketball bylaws 

do stipulate that you must be a washed 
up exathlete to compete, which could 
lead the league to suspend half  of  the 
Dalton’s Team roster. 

Soshi’s Sushi (12)
After a less than impressive first 
week of  the season, Soshi’s Sushi 
came out hot this week with a 
Monday night win against the Moist 
Makers. Stephen Heinz’13, who was 
incredibly upset about the way his team 
was reviewed in last week’s issue of  the 
Round Table, certainly made some noise in 
this week’s win. However, the team could 
not continue its dominance against the Wacky 
Waving Inflatable Arm Flailing Tube Men. 

Ikey’s Team (13)
Despite being helped by Assistant Lacrosse Coach 
Nate Pritchard (a blatant violation of  the IM rules), 
the Lax bros fell to the Wacky Waving Inflatable Arm 
Flailing Tube Men on Monday and then to Fear the Beard 
on Wednesday. This led team captain Ikey Chafkin’16 to 
say that his team wasn’t very good at basketball. When 
questioned about other sports, Chafkin was firm on the 
point that it was only basketball they were bad at, even going 
as far as to say that they could succeed in curling.

Wacky Waving Inflatable Arm Flailing Tube Men (21)
These guys are on a roll. They have won two games in a row. 
However, none of  them ever check their email on Sunday nights so 
we still know nothing about them.

IM basketball report

DAN BIRKHOLZ, !"#$%&'(")'%%%

   Last weekend, 25 of  Beloit’s finest went to Appleton, WI to compete 
in the 14th annual Hucktoberfest Ultimate Frisbee tournament. Two 
mixed gender teams were assembled, BUFF X (a.k.a. X gon’ give it to 
ya) and BUFF Y (aka Y the f*ck not?!).  Each team had an assorted mix 
of  rookies and seasoned veterans.  BUFF Y featured alumnus David 
Dunder’12.
   In the blazing heat of  the first day, neither team was able to pull 
out a victory and both finished the day with a record of  04.  Analysts 
suspect this may have been a consequence of  waking up at 4:30 a.m. and 
widespread hangovers.  After a night of  real rest, both teams looked a 
lot better on the second day of  play.  BUFF X started the day with a 
win before dropping two games for elimination.  BUFF Y lost their first 
game of  the day on universe point (the last play of  the game), but then 
went on to win their second game handily.  They were eliminated in their 
third game when the heat and exhaustion of  the day caught up with 
them for a loss.  Both teams finished with a record of  16.

Dan Birkholz defends 
against an opponent at 
Hucktoberfest 2012

Photo by Kyle Dallman
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   This Homecoming weekend was filled with many fes
tivities, including a Hall of  Honor ceremony for four of  
Beloit’s most gifted and deserving athletes.
   First to be inducted was Craig Cleland’90, who played 
tight end for the football team. Cleland holds the record 
for average yards per catch with 19.2. His type of  play 
changed the way the tight end position was viewed at 
Beloit College from being a position for blockers only to 
being a position for a playmaker. Cleland also was team 

captain and most valuable player. 
   Next to be inducted was Eddie Rock’99. A member of  
the Beloit men’s soccer team, Rock was a key player in 
building the tradition of  a successful men’s soccer pro
gram. Rock is third all time in assists with 19 and was 
the team’s most valuable player his senior year. 
   Laura Carpenter’01, a member of  both track and 
crosscountry, was inducted next. Carpenter was de
scribed as a strong runner with a strong personality 
that made her unique amongst other athletes. Carpenter 
holds eight records for the Beloit track and field team, as 

well as an NCAA AllAmerican ranking in track. 
   The ceremony came to a close with the induction 
of  Henry Grant’02, a star of  the Beloit College bas
ketball team. Grant holds the college record for most 
rebounds and stands sixth overall in points. Grant was 
described as being somebody who everyone wanted as 
his or her friend. Opposing coaches were often caught 
being mesmerized by Grant’s play, becoming fans rather 
than opponents. Grant jokingly thanked his teammates 
for shooting so much, which helped him in setting the 
rebound record.
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BERT CONNELLY, Editor-in-Chief

   I would be remiss if  I didn’t begin this week’s mystical romp 
in the musical forest with some headline news about Justin 
Bieber’s digestive system. The video is 12 seconds of  onstage 
vomit that I think could really become a regular feature in his act. 
He walks out, accompanied by his dancers, The Biebettes, with 
all the swagger of  a Canadian in an argument about healthcare, 
then turns around and throws up all the baby formula he takes 
intravenously. It’s a really beautiful thing, but anyways.
   DJ Drama – Quality Street Music: DJ Drama is a producer 
in the rap world who makes music generally perceived as, well, 
quality street music. Needless to say the features on this tape/
record run deep. You might already know the cut “My Moment,” 
which features 2 Chainz, Meek Mill and Jeremih, all of  whom 
spell their names incorrectly. Chainz, who is featured heavily 
on the next Raffi album, comes through with a solid verse, and 
Meek Mill, while not his best showing, has some choice words 
for the impoverished. In “We In This Bitch 1.5,” Drake claims 
that he wants a woman who tells him that he sings too much. I 
think I also want that. On the other hand Future, who is always 
incredible, is incredible. More features from Childish Gambino, 
Waka Flocka Flame, Rick Ross, Gucci Mane, Curren$y, Wiz 
Khalifa, ScHoolboy Q and Tyler, the Creator add a variety of   
voices to Drama’s selected beats. It’s great to hear Kendrick 
Lamar on a record with “N****s *n P*r*s” & “G*ldie” producer, 
HitBoy. I learned a lot of  new vocabulary from listening.
   The dude from Green Day loses it: Who would have thought 
that the band that wrote the definitive masturbation anthem of  
the mid90’s would still be around and causing a ruckus? Not I, 
but Billie Joe Armstrong shows us that freaking out on a public 
stage can be done diplomatically, and with grace. He flips off  the 
camera, curses about the aforementioned Bieb and breaks his 
guitar because the Heart Radio Music Festival is where the heart 
of  punk rock lives. Usher followed them.
Flying Lotus – Until the Quiet Comes: If  you aren’t familiar 
with FlyLo’s music, it’s probably time to get acquainted. He is 
vaguely related to John Coltrane so he literally has music in his 

blood. He has been filling the void that J Dilla left in the multi
generic, intricately composed beat market. He works within hip
hop, jazz, dubstep and blues music. It’s a real soundscape—that’s 
right, a soundscape. It really is a beautiful album in the way it 
weaves from incredibly bombastic beats that would be at home on 
“Quality Street Music” to ambient pianobased music with ease. 
Erykah Badu and Thom Yorke provide some vocal samples for 
your listening pleasure. You could score your next party to this 
album, and maybe you should.
   Miguel – Kaleidoscope Dream: Light some candles and add 
this record to your “I 4got da condoms” playlist. To be honest, 
in the realm of  recent R&B crooners, this pales in comparison 
to The Weeknd, Frank Ocean and The Dream. But if  you need 
to mix it up a little bit, read “Wet Ink,” aloud to each other while 
listening to Miguel. He does a good job at mixing up sounds and 
textures and his lyrics are well done, so it’s a solid addition to the 
pantydropper canon.

   All kidding aside, The Nocturnes is a project 
with a mission: “You know when there are a 
bunch of  people in a room, and they are all 
taking shots, pregaming?” said Prosser, “this 
is the music they should be listening to.” 
   Prosser is a strange mixture of  his favorite 
musicians— he makes catchy beats and wears 
skinny jeans and anachronistic eyeglasses. 
And it all makes perfect sense. “I’m really 
influenced by Drake,” he said. “I guess, in 
a perfect world [my influences] would be 
Drake and Weezer. I love pop music.” 
   The Nocturnes is danceable stuff, especially 
after a few legally acquired adult beverages. 
Bottom line: drunk girls love The Nocturnes, 
and so should you.   
Key tracks: “Solo (I Wonder),”  “When I Grow 
Up.”  Visit www.soundcloud.com/thenocturnes to 
get your fix.

REVIEW: The Nocturnes, C-Haus, Thursday Sept. 27

WILLIAM RUSSELL YATES, !"#$%&'(")'

My Dear Penelope (If  I may take the liberty),

   I attended on Sept. 21 a party held at your residence (I dare say 
you recall the occasion). The theme was Imagine We Are Outside 
And It Is Raining. It was a successful evening: the catering staff  
acted properly; the ladies glowed; the children were left at home; 
the food was oddly dry; I did not step in a puddle. I wore a brown 
raincoat, accompanied by an umbrella. The umbrella was dainty and 
seethrough. At a certain point in the evening, I left the upstairs bathroom 
and walked downstairs. I engaged, on the stairway, with a man carrying a 
noticeable lack of  an umbrella. His name was Ernest and yet he was dry. I 
entered the downstairs bathroom for a brief  interval and then bid you adieu. 
Upon returning home I realized I did not have my umbrella; I was in fact as 
without an umbrella as Ernest. Have you, by chance, seen an umbrella around 
the house? 
   I must request your pardon, Penelope, I seem to have found my umbrella. 

                                  Wishing to compensate for the disturbance, 
     Mr. Featherpenny

To Mr. Featherpenny,

   I was so glad to hear of  your umbrella’s recovery. Was it, perhaps on 
the mantle? In the closet? On the coatrack, hidden by an especially 

heavy coat? I’m so sorry. That’s your concern and not mine.
   May I compliment you on your stepping in no puddles? 
Well done! Boy, I stepped in a puddle once. Terrible business. 

Somebody ought to do something. My nephew once ran for 
school board. So sorry for asking about the umbrella. I really didn’t 

mean to pry. But that’s all over now.
   Look, Featherpenny, we don’t really know each other, but I feel I can 

be frank with you. It’s so refreshing to have someone to talk to, a confidant, 
someone who you know won’t say anything to anyone because he has no idea 
you’re writing to him and will never read the response and might be dead. What 
I’m trying to say is thank you. You are my rock.
 Now, will someone who is alive and not an idiot please write in with a normal 
problem like you don’t get along with your boyfriend’s friends or you’re not sure 
how to approach your teenagers about the dangers of  buttchugging? Let me 
know.

Love,
William Russell Yates
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CLAIRE AICHHOLZER, !"#$%&'(")'

   Everyone has an inner child. Some of  us know when to release 
it, but sometimes the child in us all is let loose, uncontrollably. In 
the upcoming production of  “God of  Carnage,” every audience 
member may be forced to think twice before letting the kid inside 
them emerge. The play, which won a Tony award for Best Play in 
2009, reveals the dark human nature in all of  us and still manages 
to drip with an irony that will surely keep the audience on the 
edge of  their seats. Beloit’s adaptation of  “Carnage” is directed 
by Amy Sarno and stars Melina Montesino’15, Calago Hipps’15, 
Patrick Firme’13 and Simone Stadler’13. 
   The play recounts the experience of  the parents of  two children, 
Benjamin Raleigh and Henry Novak, who get into a fight on the 
playground. The furious parents of  each child decide to meet to 
discuss the incident. Over the course of  the next several hours, 
chaos ensues as each couple unsuccessfully tries to hold back their 
pride for their children and contempt for the other couple. Slowly, 

the parents begin to resemble the aggressiveness and immaturity 
of  their own sons.
   In one particular scene, the Raleigh and Novak parents sit on 
opposite sides of  the couch, surrounding an empty bottle of  rum. 
In what resembles a typical college scene, a sufficiently drunk Mrs. 
Novak stumbles to the couch, desperately searching for a bucket 
as she becomes more and more nauseous. After Mrs. Raleigh tries 
to resolve the conflict by claiming both children are to blame for 
the incident, Mrs. Novak attempts to attack her, mimicking the 
act of  their two sons.
   “The play is very contemporary,” says Sarno. “It reveals the dark 
nature in all of  us. Also, it does have a special effect that is unusual 
to see live on stage, but I’m not going to tell you what it is.”
   “God of  Carnage” opens Oct. 4 at 8 p.m. and will run until Oct. 
13 at Kresge
Theatre, in the Neese Theatre complex. Running time is 
approximately two hours. Admission is $4 for students, $5 for 
seniors, and standard price is $8.50.
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ANDY FENNEMAN, Contributor

Hello, Procrastinators of  Beloit 
College. If  you are reading this 
column to avoid schoolwork, you’re 
in luck. I’ve got four videos that, if  
watched backtoback, will put at 
least another ten minutes between 
you and the soulcrushing reality of  
your daily academic expectations. 
Unfortunately, earlier this week, my 
sommelier, Gaspard, ran away from 
his cell in the basement of  my chateau, 
leaving behind only a hastily scribbled 
note that read, “Je vais dépérir avec la 
plaisanterie.” So, whatever. If  anyone 
sees him tell him I’ve got all of  his 
GameCube controllers.

Video: Lil’ Wayne Deposition—I 
Don’t Recall!
What Happens: Lil’ Wayne’s got 
a rough life. He is short, critics 
generally considered his last mixtape 
“wackass,” he is only worth 85 
million, and on top of  it all, he has 
to answer questions from some lame 
lawyer. Luckily, his plan to “forget” 
everything that’s happened to him 
over the past three years works 
perfectly.
Grade: This video is hilarious mostly 
because it confirms everyone’s 
suspicion that Lil’ Wayne is a bratty 
eightyearold in an elaborate disguise. 
I give it a B+. It would be an A, but 
it’s from TMZ and they are human 
trashpeople, so there is a slight point 
deduction.

Video: Roomies by Kyle
What Happens: This video chronicles 
the trials and tribulations of  
housemates in our current day and 
age.
Grade: To be honest, this is another 
case where other humans might not 
think that this video is funny, but I 
think Kyle (from the comedy troupe 
Good Neighbor) is the funniest person 
on the Internet, so I’ll give it an A 
(exactly 92.75 out of  the possible 101 
points).

Video: Gandalf  Europop Nod
What Happens: The video is a 
twominute loop of  Gandalf  staring 
into the camera with a “This sh*t is 
about to go down, bro” look in his eye 
and nodding his head along with a 
eurotrash club banger.
Grade: I almost didn’t even put this 
video into my prototype VIDEO 
REVIEW GENERATOR® because 
A) It’s really stupid, and B) everyone’s 
already seen it. But I fired up the 
generator anyway, and after it 
sputtered and choked out black smoke 
and vague techno sounds for a couple 
of  minutes, the oilsmeared ticker tape 
read C+, so we’ll go with that. Also, 
the video made me giggle, dammit.

Video: Worst Movie Death Scene 
Ever
What Happens: This video is an 
excerpt from the 1973 Turkish film 
“Karate Girl.” The title is an accurate 
description of  its content.
Grade: B, super funny, but not 
particularly unique. Plus it just makes 
me really want to watch the whole 
movie. If  the production values and 
facial hair from this minutelong clip 
are indicative of  the rest of  the movie, 
it has got to be a classic.
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THIS WEEK 
ON CAMPUS

Monday

Friday

Saturday

HATS OFF , 
F*CK OFF

Wednesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

THIS WEEK AT C-HAUS

4:00 pm  Mindfulness Instruction
8:00 pm  Milkshake Monday: 811 in Maurer Link

12:30 pm  BeAbroad Discussion Session
4:00 pm  Women’s Soccer vs. Alverno
4:30 pm  Men’s Soccer at Rockford
7:00 pm  Wednesday Errands
7:30 pm  Salsa Lessons
7:30 pm  Mike Green, Alcohol and Drug educational speaker
8:00 pm  I(‘)m Possible Evening talk

11:30 am  Dean’s Lunch
4:00 pm  Study Abroad Application Session
8:00 pm  “God of  Carnage,” a Beloit College Theatre 
Production

4:30 pm  Gallery ABBA @ CELEB presents: “Our Places,” 
street art exhibition by Max ZapfGeller & Forest Johnson
7:00 pm  Mixology: Alcohol Awareness project
7:00 pm  Volleyball vs. Cornell
8:00 pm  “God of  Carnage,” a Beloit College Theatre 
Production
8:00 pm  Programming Board Movie Night: 21 Jump Street 
(2012)

9:00 am  Women’s Tennis at Grinnell
9:00 am  “Hello, Dolly,” theatre and dinner
11:00 am  Women’s Soccer vs. Grinnell
12:00 pm  Women’s Tennis vs. Cornell
1:00 pm  Football at Knox
1:00 pm  Volleyball vs. Grinnell
1:30 pm  Men’s Soccer vs. Grinnell
8:00 pm  “God of  Carnage,” a Beloit College Theatre 
Production
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Speaker Mike Green is coming back to Beloit 
for the first time in THREE YEARS!

DON’T MISS OUT.

You WILL be entertained.

Wednesday, October 3rd, Eaton Chapel
7:308:30 p.m.

HATS OFF to the pickled onions at D.K.’s. Put them on 
everything you eat there, trust me.

F*CK OFF to Weeping Angels for haunting my dreams 
and to “Doctor Who” in general for making me cry so 
much this week.

HATS OFF to #flexdollars4chaus. I heard a rumor that 
it’s trending worldwide.
 
F*CK OFF to wearing pants. Nothing ruins my day like 
wearing pants. How do men do it? 

HATS OFF to waking up on Sunday morning to no 
hangover and an email saying that 
@LILBTHEBASEDGOD is now following you on 
Twitter. This must be what happiness feels like.

F*CK OFF to phlegm. F*ck off  to how it tastes, how it 
sounds, and, most importantly, how its spelled. Why is 
it spelled like that?

HATS OFF to all the older alumni I met this weekend. 
The things you told me about Beloit were kinda f*cked 
up, and I loved every second of  it.

F*CK OFF to people who think I drink too much coffee. 
Two cups with every meal is not too much. No amount 
of  coffee is too much.

HATS OFF to fall break being on the horizon…I can 
almost taste all of  the sleep I’m going to get, and it tastes 
like drool and freebasing four seasons of  Breaking Bad.

F*CK OFF to bell strolls. Run or nothing.
 
HATS OFF to the very, um, intimate, vibratorbased 
performance at CHaus early Thursday night; never 
forget.

F*CK OFF to being, like, four years older than my RA. 
How do I not live off  campus yet?

HATS OFF to whoever painted those yellow B’s all over 
campus. If  I follow them, will it lead me to the Wizard?

F*CK OFF to security for always being so offended when 
I ask them to unlock things for me. I’m mad innocent, 
and I have mad sh*t to do in academic buildings, even on 
the weekends. I’m for real sorry for wasting your time.

HATS OFF to security for always being so pleasant 
when I lock myself  out of  things and places. I’m sorry 
for complaining, I can’t help it.

F*CK OFF to your parents (yes, yours) for making the 
Commons line so long. 

HATS OFF to my cough sounding so much worse than 
it actually is. Unwarranted professor sympathy is at an 
alltime high. (Um, do professors read this part of  the 
Round Table?)

F*CK OFF to people who didn’t go to any Homecoming 
events. You’re no fun.

HATS OFF to CHaus for hosting the Jon Stewart/Bill 
O’Reily debate this Friday. Heckling the television is 
kind of  my calling in life, so, I’m really excited to have a 
forum in which to show off  those skills.

OCTOBER 3
PACIFIC PRIDE and TRIVIA

Coast Into The Week On Pacific Pride’s Wave.
Pacific Pride has been called many things: garagepop, psychedelic, angular nocoast wave. Despite not living near the waves, the Denver 
based band knows how to evoke them through their guitar hooks and echoing vocals. Their latest video, for “The Fruit, Whole” reminds us 
that the world is full of  bizarre things, and people have captured them on camera. http://youtu.be/P6rt4Bhcq5s 
http://pacificpride.bandcamp.com/
Then around 11:15 we’ll kick off  weekly trivia with a shortened number of  questions.

OCTOBER 4
TO BE ANNOUNCED

Check the Facebook event later this week for further details.

OCTOBER 5
READ-A-SONG-A-THON

Spoken Word Readings of  Songs  Bring Lyrics.
ReadASongAThon is an open mic night where students will read the lyrics of  songs in spoken word fashion. With costumes (provided) 
and dramatic inflection, the songs we love to sing will be read to celebrate the beauty of  the written word. Bring your own print outs of  
lyrics if  you want them. If  you need some inspiration, this guy has the right idea: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJKxVjDGGc&fea
ture=youtu.be&t=1m7s

OCTOBER 6
JOHN STEWART vs BILL O’REILLY DEBATE / THE MEMORIES

CHaus Gets Passionate.
At 7:00 CHaus will be open to show the live stream of  the political debate between John Stewart (Comedy Central) and Bill O’Reilly (Fox 
News). This is why Al Gore invented the internet. http://www.therumble2012.com/
Then at 10:00 Portland’s The Memories bring to the CHaus ‘love songs for stoners and lovers alike.’ Nofrills guitar hooks mix with mellow 
vocals. These guys “jangle...and deliver some straightforward, honesttogod ballads.”  Pitchfork.p://gnartapes.bandcamp.com/album/
the-memories

OOCPQ
“All states across time 
and space are going to do 

number two.” 
— Beth Daughterty

“And then I looked up and 
there was feces all over my 
shirt and running down 

my pants.” 
— Danny Noorlander

“So what’s the appropriate 
thing to do? Stalk them.” 

— Greg Buchanan

“...which is a polite way 
to say they barbecued his 

genitals.” 
— Danny Noorlander

“It’s my cat’s birthday 
today!” 

— Kate Linnenberg

“This is a Psych Disorders 
midterm. The last answer 

has to be penis...” 
— Greg Buchanan

“The 
temperature difference is 
staggering, when you walk 
through the arch it’s like 

walking into hell.” 
— Danny Noorlander 

“I always wanted a tattoo 
of  an anchor.” 
— Chris Fink

“Oh, it’s a donkey on a 
rocketship.” 

— Daniel Borolsky

“You duckbrained turd 
binder!” 

— Lisa Haines Wright

“Smoking is a young 
people’s sport.” 
— Chris Fink

“It’s a sequel to Hamlet 
with Jesus!” 

— John Kaufmann

“I hope you brought your 
tattoos.” 

— Fran Abbate

“Rich people have the 
police, poor people have 

their fists.” 
— John Kaufman

“You put it on a wall and 
it’s art? Where do you 

draw the line?” 
— Fran Abbate

“The faucets for the milk 
are on the front of  the 

women” 
— Lisa Haines Wright

“And if  a girl jumped too 
many ditches, she might 

just pop out of  a penis.” 
— Lisa Haines Wright

“You just don’t understand 
my genius. Imbeciles! All 

of  you.” 
— Daniel Borolsky

Come and build with 
Habitat for Humanity and 

Community Action!
We are looking for volunteers for the 

Saturday 10/6 build from 9-12 in the Merrill 
neighborhood.  Please contact Sam at 

holtes@beloit.edu for more information. 


